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Abstract

Purpose: Existing researches of predicting queries with news intents have tried to extract the 
classification features from external knowledge bases, this paper tries to present how to apply 
features extracted from query logs for automatic identification of news queries without using 
any external resources.

Design/methodology/approach: First, we manually labeled 1,220 news queries from Sogou.
com. Based on the analysis of these queries, we then identified three features of news queries 
in terms of query content, time of query occurrence and user click behavior. Afterwards, 
we used 12 effective features proposed in literature as baseline and conducted experiments 
based on the support vector machine (SVM) classifier. Finally, we compared the impacts of 
the features used in this paper on the identification of news queries. 

Findings: Compared with baseline features, the F-score has been improved from 0.6414 to 
0.8368 after the use of three newly-identified features, among which the burst point (bst) 
was the most effective while predicting news queries. In addition, query expression (qes) was 
more useful than query terms, and among the click behavior-based features, news URL 
was the most effective one.

Research limitations: Analyses based on features extracted from query logs might lead 
to produce limited results. Instead of short queries, the segmentation tool used in this study 
has been more widely applied for long texts.

Practical implications: The research will be helpful for general-purpose search engines to 
address search intents for news events. 

Originality/value: Our approach provides a new and different perspective in recognizing 
queries with news intent without such large news corpora as blogs or Twitter. 
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1 Introduction
To better serve users who prefer to search news through general-purpose search 
engines, Web search engine developers have tried to aggregate specialized news 
corpora into Web search results. However, due to limited space on each search page, 
Koenig et al.[1] suggested to rank news pages for queries only with news intents.

Many researchers analyze blogs and Twitter to identify news queries, as keywords 
associated with news events are frequently found in current corpora of news and 
blog articles. For example, Koenig et al.[1] used query distribution in blogs, newswire 
and Wikipedia and estimated the click-through rate for news queries. Louis et al.[2] 
calculated the similarity between queries based on URLs, titles and abstracts of 
clicked news or blog pages and improved the quality of news query prediction. 
In combination with users’ feedback, Diaz[3] applied click-through data of search 
engines for training a news query classifier. However, owing to the difficulties 
in obtaining large corpora of news, approaches with large data cannot be widely 
applied.

Since query logs contain vast amount of information about users’ information 
needs and their search interests, researches of analyzing query logs have emerged 
and rapidly increased. According to Broder’s[4] definition of query classification 
(informational, transactional and navigational), some researchers have proposed 
effective features[5,6] to automatically classify users’ intent based on query logs, such 
as query length[7], query terms[8], n clicks satisfied (nCS)[9], top n results satisfied 
(nRS)[9], click entropy[10,11], click distribution[11], cPopular[12] and cDistinct[12]. Wu 
et al.[13] identified user intents based on features extracted from various sources 
including query logs and Web results retrieved, and they reported a best classification 
accuracy rate up to 88.5%.

Moreover, several studies tried to identify news queries via query logs. For 
instance, Maslov et al.[14] extracted queries related to real-life events from a general-
purpose Web search engine, by using relative query log frequencies. They found 
that news-related queries were short in length but revealed such important aspects 
of events as locations, dates, actors or event types. McCreadie et al.[15] used Amazon’s 
Truck Platform to label news queries; Hassan et al.[16] predicted queries with news 
intents by analyzing the relationship among place names contained in queries, the 
geographical locations of information users exposed from their IP addresses and 
their preference of clicking news Web pages. However, it is difficult to obtain users’ 
IP addresses due to the concern of protection of users’ privacy, and it is still unclear 
how to automatically identify news queries based on the annotation[14].

Compared with external knowledge resources, query logs are a very useful 
resource for studying users’ information needs, because they can directly reflect 
people’s search interests[17]. However, few studies have focused on the use of 
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classification features[4] contained in the news query, and their impact on the quality 
of news query identification remains unknown. In this study, we intend to explore 
features to identify news queries through query logs, with an aim to provide a new 
insight into the way to address search intents of news events.

2 Methodology
2.1 Data source

All data were collected from the Sogou query logs of Sogou.com. The query log 
used in this study covered a one-month period (from June 1, 2008 to June 30, 2008) 
and consisted of 20 million records issued by more than 657,000 users. As shown 
in Table 1, each record contains the following six items: 1) The query time (the time 
the query was issued), 2) a user ID, 3) a query, 4) the item rank (the rank of clicked 
result), 5) click sequences (the number in the click sequence in a search session), 
and 6) the clicked URL. 

Table 1 Dataset examples of the Sogou query log

Query time      User ID       Query Item rank Click sequence Clicked URL

00:00:03 8234353 TV program download 9 6 www.tvbsale.com/
00:00:04 720986435 You HaNa 2 3 club.koook.com/9226

After the removal of the queries of Web URLs, adult contents and single stop 
words, the time-based method was used to segment sessions, and time-out threshold 
was set to be 15 minutes[18]. In order to make our sample more representative and 
unbiased, we extracted queries from June 11 to June 20, 2008, i.e., the intermediate 
time period of June 2008 in this experiment, then used the Poisson sampling strategy 
proposed by McCreadie et al.[15], finally, we got a total of 11,068 sample queries.

2.2 Manual labeling of news queries

News queries used in this study were defined according to Louis et al.[2]. However, 
it is of great challenge to decide whether a query is news-related. For example, the 
query “Wenchuan” is more likely to be news-related after the outbreak of the 
Wenchuan Earthquake on May 12, 2008, before that, it is more associated with such 
non-news type of information as geography and travel, etc.

All the queries were marked by 9 labelers. If a word appeared in news titles, 
abstracts or body fields and a page that contained the word was created on the day 
of the query term, it was marked as a query with a news intent. 

  Sogou is the first general-purpose Chinese-language search engine launched by Sohu Co. in 2007, and it 
has a collection of Web pages up to 10 billion. More details are available at http://www.sogou.com/labs/
dl/q.html.
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Considering that the frequently clicked URLs can express users’ search purpose, 
we integrated the top clicked query news pages on the query issued day into the 
labeling interface, with an intention that the labelers can get more information about 
the query-related news event with Sogou search engine at that time. All annotated 
information was stored in MySQL database.

Finally, we got a total of 1,220 news-related queries, which accounted for ca 
11% of the total 11,068 sampled queries. This percentage was roughly in line with 
the finding reported in Bar-Ilan et al.’s study[19]. The annotator agreement was 
measured by Cohen’s Kappa[20] and was calculated at 0.78, which means it has 
met the requirements of the substantial levels of agreement[21] and the labeling work 
is very effective.

3  Features for news queries
3.1 Features identified from sample data

3.1.1 Content-based query feature

As the size and content of a query are good indicators for query analyses[22], news 
query features were investigated through the analysis of the query content. In our 
data sample, we found that the average length of both news and non-news queries 
was about 5 characters (Table 2) and the average number of terms in a query was 
about 2 words (Table 3).

Table 2 Length of news and non-news queries in our datasets 

   Query length Proportion of news query (%) Proportion of non-news query (%)

With 1 character  3  5
With 2 characters  4  5
With 3 characters  8  4
With 4 characters 23 19
With 5 characters 34 38
With 6 characters 20 23
With more than 6 characters  8  6

According to Maslov et al.[14], news-related queries were short in length, but could 
illustrate such important aspects of an event as locations and dates. In addition, we 
considered other two kinds of person named entities, i.e., person and organization, 
in our analysis and used ICTCLAS as our tool to segment query words, then we 

  MySQL is a widely used open-source relational database management system (http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/MySQL).

  ICTCLAS, a Chinese Lexical Analysis System which has been developed by the Institute of Computing 
Technology of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Available at http://www.ictclas.org/.
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recognized person, organization and place entities. The high accuracy was reported 
as 98.45%[23], and it was fast and easy to operate ICTCLAS.

In the whole labeled sets, there were only 8 queries containing time entities (e.g., 
“Olympics in 2008”, “College Entrance Examination in 2008”) and 10 queries 
containing organization entities (e.g., “Harbin Finance University”, “Admission in 
Peking University”), which accounts for 0.15% and 0.2% of all queries, respectively. 
As displayed in Table 4, person entities and place entities were important features 
of news queries.

Table 4 News and non-news queries with place or person named entities

         Query Frequency Percentage (%)

News queries WITH a place or person name 964 79
News queries WITHOUT a place or person name 256 21
Non-news queries WITH a place or person name 2,856 29
Non-news queries WITHOUT a place or person name 6,992 71

Since users often raise multiple queries and conduct multiple rounds of interaction 
with a search engine for specific information, and the context of their previous 
queries in the same session might help us understand the information behavior 
of users[17], thus, we regard the contextual information as another important clue 
of news queries. In our study, the contextual information refers to the remaining 
words in a query except name entities (place, person and organization). Table 5 
outlines 5 most frequently used contextual words for news and non-news queries 
when considering entity type information in queries.

Table 3 Query terms contained in queries

Query Proportion of news query (%) Proportion of non-news query (%)

With 1 query term 18 23
With 2 query terms 42 39
With 3 query terms 31 26
With more than 3 query terms  9 12

Table 5 Occurrence of 5 top-ranked contextual words (events) in news and non-news queries

Query type        Top-ranked 5 contextual words Percentage of the 
total query (%)

News queries WITH person entity Scandal, marriage, events, death, divorcement 81
News queries WITH place entity National entrance examination, earthquake, 

torch, incidents, scoring test papers
72

Non-news queries WITH person entity Download, pictures, movie, resume, blog 83
Non-news queries WITH place entity Education, food, bus station, entertainment, 

house prices
86
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Table 5 implies that different query categories contained different contextual 
words. In view of this, we calculated the capability of contextual words while 
representing news queries. As shown in Eq. (1), P(w) represents the value of the 
contextual word w, Nnews (et, w) denotes the number of news queries which 
contain entity category et as well as the query term w in the news query training 
set, Nnews (w) is the total news query with the query term w, and et the entity category. 
Analogously, Nnonnews (et, w) means the total number of queries containing the query 
term w and entity category et in the non-news training set. 

P w
N et w

N et w N et w

N et w
( )

( , )

( , ) ( , )
( )

( , )= ×
+

+ − ×l lnews

news nonnews

1
NN w N wnews nonnews( ) ( )+ +1

 (1)

The value of entity et may be person or place named entity. If a query does not 
contain any entity, the value of Nnews (et, w) or that of Nnonnews (et, w) is set to be 0. 
In our training sets, l is a weight set as 0.5 according to Hassan et al.’s study[16]. 
If a query contains words representing named entities, we regard these words as 
contextual words and calculate their values with Eq. (1). However, if a query 
contains more than one contextual word, only the word with the maximum P(w) 
value will be considered. 

3.1.2 Time-based query feature

According to Zhao et al.[24], if an event of something unique happens at a certain 
point of time, this particular interval can be regarded as the duration of a news event. 
Based on this definition, the duration will be treated as news query time if the news 
is issued at the time point when a query-related event occurs.

As reported by Sun & Hu[25], many users search for related information after a 
news event happens, which makes the news-related queries more popular, and the 
popularity can be reflected in the query logs[26]. As shown in Fig. 1, the horizontal 
axis represents the specific date in June, 2008, and the vertical is the ratio of the 
query frequency. The curve of news queries fluctuates a lot, suggesting a huge 
difference existing between the maximum and the minimum probability.

In Fig. 1, there is a smooth curve before the occurrence of the curve peak for 
news queries within a month period, which is followed by another smooth curve. 
In this paper, the duration of a query peak was regarded as that of the news 
event, so the peak apex was called a “query burst point”. As indicated in Fig. 1(a) 
and Fig. 1 (b), the burst point of the news queries is on June 11 and 12, 2008, 
respectively.

In order to calculate the duration interval of a news event, for a specific query, 
we first calculated the maximum probability of its occurrence in the month, then 
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the difference between each date occurrence and the maximum probability. At last, 
we used the average difference to measure the curve volatility. To make a further 
analysis of news and non-news queries in the dataset, we divided the average 
deviation into 5 numerical intervals (Fig. 2). The ratio of the interval “<10%” for 
non-news query is 80%, indicating that the average deviation of approximately 80% 
of the non-news queries fell within this interval. 
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Fig. 2 Ratios of news or non-news queries in the average deviation intervals.

Figure 2 also shows that the average deviation of most non-news queries is less 
than 10% whereas that of most news queries is greater than 10%. This is also the 
reason why the query distribution in a month was used to predict the duration time 
of news events related to the query. 
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Fig. 1 Temporal distribution of news query examples and non-news query examples. (a) An actor named 
Lu You (news query example)  and actors or actress change of the TV Series New Dream of the Red 
Mansion (non-news query example); (b) Ping-Pong videos (news query example) and human resource agencies 
in Shenzhen (non-news query example).
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Suppose that the difference between the occurrence probability on the date di and 
that of the date di–1 is greater than 10% in a month, the date di is then defined as the 
query burst point. As seen in Fig. 1, news popularity decreases gradually, this means 
the volatility is lower before the final day of the news event. Based on this 
observation, we assumed that if the difference between the maximum probability 
and the probability on the day di+k is greater than 10%, di+k will be the news duration 
end point. The period of k days between the news burst point and the end point is 
the duration time of the news event. 

For the 1,220 news queries investigated in our study, we found the average 
duration time of news event was 5 days. This means, if a burst point exists during 
the first 4 days before di for a specific given query, the query is more likely to have 
a news intent. In order to find whether a query had a burst point, we used Boolean 
value to represent this feature. If a query has a burst point, its feature value is set 
to be 1; otherwise, it is 0.

3.1.3 Click behavior-based query feature

According to Gaugaz1 et al.[27], if a user’s query contains a news intent, there must 
be various descriptions of the same topic on the clicked Web pages. In other words, 
topical similarities may exist among all search results. We thus selected the Web 
pages clicked for a given query with top-ranked 20 click frequencies in the first 
4 days to analyze the topical similarities. 

The data processing, such as Web page cleanups, text extraction and stop 
word removal were accomplished by our programming. Furthermore, Chinese word 
segmentation was performed by the Chinese word segmentation tool, ICTCLAS. 
Meanwhile, we applied this tool to recognize person and place entities in pages, and 
employed regular expression to identify time entities in queries.

In this paper, the topical similarity between two Web pages was calculated with 
Eq. (2), where sim(a1, a2) denotes the content similarity between two Web pages. 
The higher the similarity, the more related their contents. The boost constant boost(t) 
equals to 3 if the term is an entity (i.e., person name, place name or time); otherwise, 
it is 1.

 sim a a tf t a idf t boost t
t a

( , ) [ ( , ) ( ) ( )]1 2 2

1

= × ×
∈
∑  (2)

In addition, the feature value tf (t, a2) denotes the ratio of a word t to the total 
number of words contained in Web page a2 and is calculated as Eq. (3), where 
count(t in a2) refers to the frequency of the word t and size(a2) the total terms in 
Web page a2.

 See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bóolean_data_type.
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Intuitively, a news event is often reported by different websites or Web pages, but 
its core content will remain unchanged. So words representing entities are always 
more important when calculating the similarity within two pages. In light of this, 
the inverse document frequency idf (t) is calculated with Eq. (4), where count(a2 has 
t) refers to the number of documents in Web page a2 containing the word t.

 idf t
N

count a t
( ) log

( )
= +

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥1

2 has
 (4)

3.2 Features proposed in literature

3.2.1 Content-based query features

• Terms. As Ruocco & Ramampiaro[28] reported, heterogeneous tags play 
an important role in ranking and extracting hot-spot related tags. Such 
heterogeneous words as “earthquake” and “accident” are more likely to appear 
in news queries.

• Number of terms[28]. This feature is based on the idea that if a user wants to 
find some news related to a specific topic, he or she will construct a more 
specific query to express his or her information need. Therefore, news queries 
are assumed to be longer on average than non-news queries.

3.2.2 Time-based query features

• Average session length (sl)[29]. It refers to the average length of the sessions 
in which a query has been formulated. Our intuition is that news searchers use 
less time than non-news searchers.

• Average session time (ast)[25]. Claypool et al.[26] found that the time spent on 
a page has a strong correlation with users’ explicit interest. On average, we 
assume that news searchers spend less time than non-news searchers in a query 
session.

• Query popularity (qpop). Namely, the frequency of query occurrence in a 
query log[27]. We assume that news queries are more popular than non-news 
queries in the interval of the outbreak of a news event.

3.2.3 Click behavior-based query features

• News URL(nu). The ratio of news URL clicks against the total clicks number 
of a query[1]. The intuition behind is that news queries are more likely to appear 
in news URL addresses.
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• MedianClick(mc). Median of click distribution[9]. For a news query, the 
median of click distribution could highly skew to a particular document; while 
for a non-news query, the median of click distribution must be much larger 
since users click on multiple documents.

• cPopular(cp). Similar to the percentage of the most clicks for the query[12], 
queries associated with clicks of unique topics contain news intents.

• Click entropy(ce)[10]. Smaller click entropy means that the majority users 
click a limited number of Web pages, thus, when a user issues a news query, 
he/she is more likely to click on more often-visited Web pages.

• Domain ClickEntropy(de). Namely, click entropy based on domain clicks. 
According to Yuan et al.[10], users tend to click on a short domain name to 
retrieve Web pages, which would increase the click entropy and improve the 
identification accuracy. Therefore, we suppose users are more prone to click 
on more different domains.

• nCS[9]. That is, the percentage of query sessions less than n clicks. According 
to Jansen et al.[7], the default value n=2 was adopted in our study. We assume 
that news searchers are likely to click on more Web pages in each search 
session.

• nRS. Percentage of query sessions that only involve top n results[9]. According 
to Jansen et al.[7], the default value n=5 was set for this feature. We assume 
news query searchers are more likely to click on the top-ranked Web pages.

4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets

A total of 11,068 queries from Sogou query log were used to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of all features in predicting news queries. We used the SVMlight imple-
mentation software package to classify queries. The 10-fold cross-validation 
method was adopted in the experiments. 

4.2 Evaluation indicators

We used precision, recall and F-score (F1) measures to determine the effectiveness 
of all features in news query identification. Precision p is the proportion of all 
correctly classified examples in the set assigned to the target class, and recall r the 
proportion of all correctly classified examples with the target class. F1 is a 
combination of precision and recall defined as 2 × ×

+
p r

p r
. These metrics were first 

separately calculated for news and non-new queries, then were averaged, i.e., 

 Available at http://www.svmlight.joachims.org/.
 See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-Validation_statistics.
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macro-average. For all datasets, we used Cnews, Cnonnews and Call respectively to present 
the accuracy classification obtained for news, non-news and all query taxonomies, 
which implied two different tasks: Distinguishing news from non-news queries and 
calculating the accuracy of identified news and non-news queries.

4.3 Results

For support vector machine (SVM) classifier, three function kernels (linear, 
polynomial and radial basis function) were used to test their classification accuracy, 
respectively. Table 6 shows that the radial basis function (RBF) has a better accuracy 
over other kernels. Therefore, we used the SVM and RBF to accomplish the 
following experiments, and default settings were adopted for other parameters. 

Table 6 F1 values using different functions kernel of SVM

Function kernels Cnews Cnonnews Call

Linear 0.7354 0.7753 0.7248
Polynomial 0.7612 0.7314 0.7400
Radial basis function (RBF) 0.8530 0.8012 0.8368

Moreover, the previously proposed features in Section 3.2.3 were used as baseline 
features. We employed the same classifier when the baseline features were used to 
determine news queries in the data sample. As shown in Table 7, the macro-averaged 
F-score of the classification result was 0.8368 when all features were used, i.e., 
8 out of 10 news queries can be generally classified correctly. But the impacts 
of query expression (qes), query burst point (bst) and click results similarity (crs) 
on classification accuracy were evident since the macro-averaged F-score was 
improved from 0.6414 to 0.8368. 

Table 7 Comparison of classification results after adding the features of qes, bst and crs 

    Methods Macro-averaged 
precision

Macro-averaged 
recall

Macro-averaged 
F-score

Baseline features 0.6453 0.6375 0.6414
Adding the features qes, bst and crs 0.8404 0.8332 0.8368

5 Discussions and conclusions

To study the impact of qes, bst and crs on classification accuracy of predicting news 
intent, we calculated their macro-averaged F-score respectively. Table 8 lists the 
results when each of 12 features in Section 3.3.2 and our newly identified features 
qes, bst and crs was removed. 

As indicated in Table 8, all features except mc had a positive impact on improving 
the accuracy of classification. Although query-based features (such as terms and 
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qes), click behavior-based features (such as nCS, nRS, nu and cp), and time-based 
features (such as sl and qpop) were all effective in identifying news queries, query 
burst point (bst) was found to be the most effective one. When bst was removed, 
the classification accuracy value was 0.8120, the smallest among all features. This 
indicates the usefulness of query burst point in predicting news queries.

In terms of query-based feature, query expression (qes) was more effective than 
query terms (terms), this is because qes can provide clues of news/non-news queries 
with both entity information and contextual words.

In addition, qes was more effective than clicked result similarity (crs), and this 
may be due to the reason that qes can describe users’ search intents in a direct way, 
and the clicked results can contain noisy information which also affects the final 
results when calculating with crs. 

Moreover, news URL (nu) was found to be the most useful feature among the 
click behavior-based features, which implies that the click information on news 
pages was more important than that on common documents. Furthermore, the 
removal of median of click distribution (mc) also led to a better accuracy. This is 
probably because the search goals of news and non-news queries were both likely 
to be informational, and numerous result pages were thus likely to be clicked.

However, we only used the features extracted from query logs in this study of 
news query identification. Log data alone present a partial view of user behavior 
and their interactions with the information retrieval systems only[17]. To better 
understand user’s search intents, approaches such as one-by-one studies or 
questionnaire surveys are required urgently. Wu et al.[13] also indicated that the usage 
of different features extracted from diversified sources may help to improve the 
efficiency of identification of query intents, nevertheless, we need to prove if the 
classification accuracy can be improved when other source features except for query 
logs are used in the future study. 

Furthermore, the annotation accuracy of recognizing named entities in queries 
still need be improved. Instead of short queries, ICTCLAS is effective for long texts 

Table 8 Classification accuracy with one feature removed

Feature removed Macro-averaged F-score Feature removed Macro-averaged F-score

none* 0.8368 cp 0.8321
terms 0.8298 ce 0.8326
#terms 0.8331 de 0.8321
qpop 0.8321 sl 0.8319
nu 0.8210 ast 0.8318

nCS 0.8359 qes 0.8221
nRS 0.8343 bst 0.8120
mc 0.8369 crs 0.8300

*Note: “none” means all features are used. Results higher than 0.8368 are shown in bold.
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such as documents segmentation, and the impact of organization entities was not 
been considered on the identification of news queries in this study. In addition, the 
cost could be high if such features as query burst point be employed in the 
classification of news queries. For instance, some name or place entities could 
provide important clues for identifying a news query during a specific time period. 
Consequently, in order to apply this feature, editors of general-purposed search 
engines need have more training on how to label queries from time to time. 
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